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YOUR DAILY DOSE

AUGUST PRODUCT  
SPECIAL

®



Did you know that 600 
milligrams of 4Life Transfer 
Factor has been clinically 
proven to activate the immune 
system within two hours?1 

 

There are a few different ways 
to get your daily dose of 4Life 
Transfer Factor so you can help 
make your immune system 
happier and healthier.*

YOUR DAILY 
DOSE 
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.  
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

†In preclinical studies 



Can I take too much  
4Life Transfer Factor?

While 600 mg is the recommended 
daily dose of 4Life Transfer Factor, 
exceeding this amount is a-ok!  
Since Transfer Factor is considered  
a “food,” it’s nearly impossible to  
take too much.*

When is the best time to  
take Transfer Factor?

We recommend taking your daily dose 
of Transfer Factor when you begin 
your day! As mentioned, 4Life Transfer 
Factor is clinically proven to activate 
the immune system within two hours, 
so the sooner you take it, the sooner 
your body will benefit. 

You can also take a second dose in 
the evening, or whenever you feel you 
need it, to maintain and optimize your 
immune system health as you 
sleep, which is a critical time for 
your body to repair itself.*1
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What if I forget to take my  
daily dose in the morning?

Don’t worry, you can still take  
your daily dose in the afternoon  
or evening to maintain and optimize  
your immune system function.*

How can I get my 600 mg  
daily dose of 4Life  
Transfer Factor?

Many 4Life products can help you  
achieve your daily dose. For example: 
4Life Transfer Factor® Tri-Factor® Formula

4Life Transfer Factor® Chewable  
Tri-Factor® Formula

RioVida®, RioVida Stix®  
RioVida Burst®

4Life Transfer Factor®  
Immune Boost

RiteStart® Kids & Teens

Pro-TF® Vanilla Cream,  
Pro-TF® Chocolate, or a  
combination of the above  
products are all great daily  
options to restore your  
immune support.*
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.  
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

SHOP DAILY DOSE PRODUCTS 

https://www.4life.com/corp/page/136/daily-dose#daily-dose_600mg-title?utm_medium=digital_asset&utm_source=accent_product&utm_campaign=accent&utm_content=us_english_Accent_Aug_Eng_2024
https://www.4life.com/corp/page/136/daily-dose#daily-dose_600mg-title?utm_medium=digital_asset&utm_source=accent_product&utm_campaign=accent&utm_content=us_english_Accent_Aug_Eng_2024


WHAT MAKES  
THE DAILY DOSE  
SO POWERFUL?

Tap here and find out!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vd_s68WT_Uw&utm_medium=digital_asset&utm_source=accent_product&utm_campaign=accent&utm_content=us_english_Accent_Aug_Eng_2024
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vd_s68WT_Uw&utm_medium=digital_asset&utm_source=accent_product&utm_campaign=accent&utm_content=us_english_Accent_Aug_Eng_2024
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vd_s68WT_Uw&utm_medium=digital_asset&utm_source=accent_product&utm_campaign=accent&utm_content=us_english_Accent_Aug_Eng_2024
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This month, get three boxes of RioVida Stix  
with the August Product Special!

RioVida Stix is tasty and portable and contains powerful 
antioxidants such as açaí, blueberry, elderberry, grapeseed 
extract, and pomegranate. One serving of RioVida Stix also 
provides 600 mg of Transfer Factor, which has been clinically 
proven to activate the immune system within two hours!1

August Product Special

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.  
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

SAVE 
$17

Your Sale Price: $70
Regular Wholesale Price: $87

LP: 40 | Item #56159

TAP HERE TO BUY

https://www.4life.com/corp/product/august-product-special/1866?utm_medium=digital_asset&utm_source=accent_product&utm_campaign=accent&utm_content=us_english_Accent_Aug_Eng_2024
https://www.4life.com/corp/product/august-product-special/1866?utm_medium=digital_asset&utm_source=accent_product&utm_campaign=accent&utm_content=us_english_Accent_Aug_Eng_2024
https://www.4life.com/corp/product/august-product-special/1866?utm_medium=digital_asset&utm_source=accent_product&utm_campaign=accent&utm_content=us_english_Accent_Aug_Eng_2024

